About this item

Important Made in USA Origin Disclaimer: For certain items sold by Walmart on Walmart.com, the displayed country of origin information may not be accurate or consistent with manufacturer information. For updated, accurate country of origin data, it is recommended that you rely on product packaging or manufacturer information.

2XU Military Compression Women's Socks - Made In USA, Coyote - Made In USA, Small

The 2XU Compression Sock is a true hybrid between active and recovery wear. Super comfortable, light padding where it matters and breathable, you can't beat this sock whether out on a run or recovering on the couch! Strategically placed fabric zones start in the foot bed, wrap the heel and ankle, then gradient compression ensures maximum venous return and muscle containment of the lower leg.

Specifications

- Country of Origin - Components: USA and/or Imported
- Color: Multicolor
- Fabric Material: See description
- Country of Origin - Assembly: USA and/or Imported

URL: http://www.walmart.com/ip/2XU-Military-Berry-Compliant-Compression-Women-s-Socks-Coyote-Small/45917209